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1.0

INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND

1.1

Doran Consulting has been appointed by Louth County Council as lead Consultant
for the delivery of the Carlingford Lough Greenway project. Doran Consulting are
part of a wider design team comprising planners, ecologists and archaeologists
responsible for the design development of the greenway route.

1.2

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District
Council (NMD) propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a world
class cross-border greenway linking existing elements of a greenway which will,
when completed, join Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).

1.3

The proposed greenway will be both a new link to and a continuation of existing
stretches of greenway; one which begins at Carlingford Marina and continues to
Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and one which begins at Victoria Lock
Amenity Site and runs along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction
completed in 2018).

1.4

The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three distinct sections which
will fill in the gaps in the existing greenway as follows:
I.

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (applied for under a separate
RoI Part 8 Application);

II.

From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border (applied for under a separate RoI
Part 8 Application);

III.

From the NI / RoI Border to the Victoria Lock Amenity Site (relevant section
- applied for under this NI Planning Application).

1.5

Doran Consulting has undertaken the following Design & Access Statement to inform
the decision in relation to the Planning Application for Section III of the Carlingford
Lough Greenway.

1.6

Plans showing the site and development proposals and its relationship with roads
and residential areas are included as part of the Planning Application.
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2.0

EXISTING SITE INFORMATION

2.1

The site being considered within this report is located along the Fathom Line Road
(R173) which runs along the shore of Carlingford Lough from County Bridge at the
border of NI (County Armagh) and RoI (County Lough) to the Victoria Lock Amenity
Site situated adjacent to the historic Victoria Lock and Newry Canal.

2.2

The proposed greenway passes through the Fathom Upper townland.

2.3

The site is bounded to the west by Fathom Forest and isolated residential properties.
The site is bound to the east by the R173 Fathom Line and Carlingford Lough with
an area of mud and shingle running along the edge of the existing Road.

2.4

Landuse within the site is predominantly roadside verge, managed forestry land,
scattered residential developments, a derelict commercial property, areas of
woodland and scrub, and the Victoria Lock amenity site.

Figure 2.1: Existing Site Location

2.5

The red site boundary shown above extends beyond the 3m width of the proposed
greenway to account for working areas along the existing Forest Track, R173 and
within Victoria Lock.

2.6

A Location Overview & Site Boundary drawing is included within the Planning
Application package (181146-DC-NI-XX-GA-C-003).
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3.0

PROPOSED SITE

3.1

Proposed Route - Carlingford Lough Greenway Overview

3.1

The proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway (Section I, refer to drawing 181146-DCSW-XX-GA-C-000) will commence at the Carlingford Tourist Information Offices
along the R173 within Carlingford Town and continue as far as Carlingford Marina.
This section will be considered under a separate Part 8 application, and will connect
to the existing Greenway running from Carlingford Marina to Omeath Pier.

3.2

The next section of the Carlingford Lough Greenway (Section II - refer to drawing
181146-DC-SW-XX-GA-C-000) begins at Omeath Pier and the route travels along
the shore of Carlingford Lough or along the Old Dundalk, Newry & Greenore rail line
as far as County Bridge along the R173 Fathom Line (terminating at the border
between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland). This section will be
considered under a separate Part 8 application, and will connect up to the existing
Greenway running from Carlingford Marina to Omeath Pier.

3.3

The application site considered within this report commences at the NI / RoI Border
and travels to the Victoria Lock Amenity Site in County Armagh (refer to drawing
181146-DC-NI-XX-GA-C-003).

3.4

Proposed Route – Relevant Section

3.5

The route of the proposed greenway is predominantly located within Fathom Forest
along the Old Dundalk, Newry and Greenore rail line through NI Forest Service
managed woodland; with stretches along the R173 and through the Victoria Lock
Amenity Site as summarised within Section 4.0 of this Report.
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4.0

PROPOSED GREENWAY ROUTE / PROPOSED WORKS

4.1

The greenway corridor varies along the route as outlined within Figures 4.1 to 4.16
below.

4.2

Generally the greenway will comprise a corridor approximately 5m wide along the
route comprising; 2-3m greenway; 0.5-1m wide buffer area for drainage where
required; and 0.5-1m buffer to provide appropriate boundary fencing offset 500mm
from the edge of the greenway where required. Based on a total chainage of
2.01 km, the footprint of the proposed greenway is approximately 1 Ha.

4.3

The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’
from Belfast to Dublin and will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway
where possible and aims to provide a scenic cross-border route to encourage more
people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.

4.4

Section III of the greenway begins at the NI / RoI Border (Chainage CH 00 - County
Bridge); the proposed greenway will travel along the coastal verge of the R173
Fathom Line. The greenway along the coastal side of the R173 will comprise a 3m
wide unbound greenway with a 1.5m wide verge for 35m and a 2.5m wide asphalt
greenway for the next 65m. The greenway will include 50mm edging kerbs and a
timber boundary fencing between the greenway and Carlingford Lough.

New greenway along the
coastal verge of the R173.
Image 4.1: Greenway from County Bridge along R173 (Carlingford Lough side)
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Figure 4.2: Typical R173 Unbound Greenway Cross-Section
4.5

A new uncontrolled crossing is proposed at CH 100. New signage 85m in advance
for northbound traffic and 180m in advance for southbound traffic will advise vehicles
of the crossing point. In addition; colour contrasting surfacing will be provided on the
carriageway to highlight the crossing, a single street lighting column will be provided,
and the speed limit at the RoI side of the bridge will be reduced by LCC.

New uncontrolled
crossing of the R173.
Image 4.3: Crossing point and continuation along R173 (Fathom Forest side).

4.6

The greenway will continue from CH 110 to CH 300 along the inland verge of the
R173 Fathom Line along the front of the existing residential properties comprising
an asphalt footpath 2.0m to 3.0m wide footway, with a 1.5m wide verge. The footway
will include 125mm high bull nose kerbs along the road and 0.5mm edging kerbs to
the rear of the footpath.

Image 4.4: Greenway continues as new footpath along R173
181146 Carlingford Lough Greenway Section III
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Figure 4.5: Typical R173 Footpath Cross-Section
4.7

The proposed greenway crosses the entrance to 4 private properties; signage will
be provided warning greenway users of the entrances and coloured road surface will
be applied along entrances.

4.8

Wayfinding and route confirmation signage will be provided along the greenway at
regular intervals and at intersections where users may errantly depart the greenway.
Signage will indicate cyclists have priority at the crossing of private accesses to the
properties.

4.9

A raised structure is required at two locations to take users between the high level
of Fathom Forest to the low levels of the existing R173 Road; firstly at the NI / RoI
border end.

4.10

At the end of the residential properties a raised footway and retaining wall are
proposed to provide sufficient gradient for the greenway to rise from the R173 up
into Fathom Forest (CH 300 to CH 350).

Retaining wall required to
raise greenway up into
Fathom Forest from the R173.
Image 4.6: Greenway continues away from R173 up into Fathom Forest.

4.11

The in-situ reinforced concrete retaining wall will be designed to support the profile
of the greenway required to travel between the existing R173 road levels and Fathom
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Forest ground levels at a maximum 1 in 21 slope. The retaining walls will be smooth
faced concrete.
4.12

From CH 350 to CH 650 the greenway will follow the line of the Old Dundalk, Newry
& Greenore rail line through Fathom Forest along the top of a stone wall which will
be cleared of vegetation and will add an additional aesthetic to the route.

4.13

The greenway will comprise a 3m wide unbound greenway, a 0.5-1m wide v-ditched
to provide drainage where required, and a new timber post and rail fence along the
top of the stone wall. This sections involves the greenway navigating around the rear
of a derelict property locally known as Patsy’s Parlour.

Greenway constructed to the
rear of derelict property
Image 4.7: Greenway continues along the stone wall behind Patsy’s Parlour

CH 600 Approximate
beginning of existing track
Image 4.8: Starting point of existing Forest Track
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Figure 4.9: Typical new unbound greenway within Fathom Forest (south of Patsy’s
Pub)
4.14

At the far side of this property (CH 650) the greenway will join up with an existing
Forest Track. The track commences at approximately CH 600 adjacent to Patsy’s
Parlour where it is in poor condition and overgrown therefore the greenway will
continue along the top of the stone wall and joins the track at CH 650 where the track
is in better condition.

Image 4.10: Condition of existing track at CH 600, and from CH 650 to CH 700

Figure 4.11: Typical clearance / repairs to existing track within Fathom Forest
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Figure 4.12: Typical new asphalt greenway within Victoria Lock Car-Park

4.15

The track continues from CH 650 until CH 1720 running parallel to the R173 and
bounded from Fathom Forest by an existing stone wall.

4.16

Greenway works along the track will comprise vegetation clearance, and resurfacing
or patch repairs of the existing asphalt track. An existing dilapidated concrete post
and wire fence situated between the track and the road will be replaced with a new
timber post and rail fence and the works will also include vegetation clearance and
patch repairs to the stone wall.

4.17

The Fathom Forest track terminates adjacent to Victoria Lock (CH 1710); here a new
footpath will be constructed along the inland side of the R173, to an uncontrolled
crossing point at Victoria Lock.

4.18

The second raised structure is required here to take users between the high level of
Fathom Forest to the low levels of the existing R173 Road opposite Victoria Lock.

4.19

The new greenway will comprise a raised footway between CH 1710 to CH 1800.The
retaining walls will be designed to support the profile of the greenway required to
travel between the existing R173 road levels and Fathom Forest ground levels at a
maximum 1 in 21 slope for approximately 75m. The wall will be minimum 1.2m high
with 1m high handrail above the profile.

4.20

The retaining walls will be smooth faced concrete and will include suitable road
restraint systems at each end of the wall.
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New raised section &
footpath along R173 from

Image 4.13: Greenway from Forest Track to second R173 crossing point.

Figure 4.14: Typical Raised Footway Cross Section at Victoria Lock

4.21

An existing pedestrian crossing connecting the Newry Canal Greenway and Victoria
Docks to Fathom Forest was constructed in 2017, over 185m north west of the
vehicle entrance. This scheme proposes to remove this crossing and construct a
new uncontrolled pedestrian crossing closer to the gates of Victoria Lock to bring the
crossing closer to an area of existing activity.

4.22

The new uncontrolled crossing is proposed at CH 1880. New signage 180m in
advance for northbound and southbound traffic will advise vehicles of the crossing
point, and in addition; coloured surface will be provided to highlight the crossing and
a street lighting column will be provided.
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New uncontrolled
crossing of the R173.

Image 4.15: Crossing point and continuation along R173 (Fathom Forest side).

4.23

The greenway will continue through the amenity site on the existing grassed area
(CH 1890 to CH2010) comprising a 3m wide asphalt greenway and 50mm edging
kerbs. The greenway will be asphalt within the amenity site to allow machine cutting
of the adjacent grassed areas to continue.

4.24

Existing amenity facilities will be relocated within the area to accommodate the
proposed greenway and new rural (timber) style cycle parking open stands with room
for non-standard bikes will be positioned at a safe distance from traffic to facilitate
all greenway users.

Proposed bound greenway
to rear of car parking spaces.

Image 4.16: Greenway within Victoria Lock Carpark

4.25

The new greenway will terminate at the Victoria Lock Gates (CH 2010).where it will
connect to the existing Victoria Lock to Newry Greenway.
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4.26

Standards
The greenway will be designed and constructed in line with best practice using the
following guidelines:

•

The National Cycle Manual

•

The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges

•

NRA HD 107 Design of Outfall and Culvert Details

•

NRA HD 103 Vegetated Drainage Systems for Road Runoff
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5.0

DESIGN STATEMENT

5.1

Access and Egress
Access to the route is via the Trail Heads at the Station House within Carlingford
Village, at Omeath Pier and within the Victoria Lock Car Park & Amenity Site.
Information boards and signage will be provided at all trail head locations and
signage for the greenway will be in keeping with the signage for the existing MarinaOmeath greenway and will be in line with the “Traffic Signs Manual”.
This application will not seek to create any new vehicular access onto the road
network in compliance with Planning Policy Statement 3: Access, Movement and
Parking Policy. Access for existing residential properties and private land will be
maintained as existing.
For the relevant section between the NI / RoI Border and Victoria Lock Amenity Site;
two at grade crossings are required across the R173 as follows:

Image 5.1: Crossing point of R173 at County Bridge

Image 5.2: Crossing point of R173 at Victoria Lock
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At all locations where the greenway interacts with public roads a crossing will be
established comprising; drop kerbs at the boundary of the carriageway, road
markings, coloured surface, and advanced signage outlining that cyclists will be
required to give way to motor vehicles at conflict points.
Chicane gates will be provided at the start and end of each section to slow users
down in advance of the crossing point. The chicanes will also act as a physical
deterrent at the access onto the greenway from public roads.
A reduced speed limit of 50km/hr will be established on the RoI side of County Bridge
aiming to reduce speeds of vehicles approaching the crossing point when travelling
northwards.
Access points and construction compounds are proposed along the route; proposed
locations aim to avoid close proximity to any watercourses and will be closed off.
Lands shall be reinstated on completion of the adjacent section of works.
5.2

Signage / Furniture
Standard greenway signage, information panels and lookout points with benches
shall be installed along the route to provide continuity with the existing greenway
sections from Carlingford Marina to Omeath and from Victoria Lock to Albert Basin.
No bins are proposed along the greenway – both the existing and new reaches of
the Carlingford Lough Greenway will continue to operate a ‘leave no trace’ initiative
to encourage environmentally aware and sustainable behaviour among users.

5.3

Parking
Vehicular parking for all proposed new sections of the greenway will utilise existing
parking areas at the Trail Heads as follows:

•

30 Parking spaces at the Station House.

•

43 spaces at Omeath Pier.

•

40 spaces at Victoria Lock Car-Park.

Cycle parking is proposed within the Station House grounds; at Omeath Pier and at
Victoria Lock as follows:

•

20 Sheffield Style Racks at the Station House.

•

Three existing and seven new Sheffield Style Racks at Omeath Pier.
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•

15 Rural Style (timber) Racks at Victoria Lock Car-Park.

The above locations are deemed to be accessible and convenient, close to the trail
head, prominently located with sufficient surrounding space and unlikely to cause
obstruction to pedestrians. The provision and chosen locations aim to indicate to the
public that cyclists are welcome and locations shall be highlighted on all local
information material.
The proposed cycle racks will enable the bicycle frame and at least one wheel to be
locked, catering for different sizes and shapes of bikes – promoting the use of the
greenway for both individual cyclists and family groups.
As users are likely to be children / families i.e. ‘day visitors’ - amenities associated
with longer stay parking (covered areas/ lighting / CCTV) are not deemed to be a
requirement.
5.4

Lighting
Generally greenways are not illuminated (stated within TII DN-GEO-03047). The
existing constructed sections of the proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway are
currently not illuminated and the majority of the new sections will be in line with this
to provide continuity along the greenway and maintain the rural aesthetics.
A single street lighting column will be provided at the two new crossing points of the
R173 within Northern Ireland to provide streetlight at the junctions, and cast light
onto the wayfinding signage.
Refer to accompanying ecological Impact Assessment which states that: in order to
reduce the potential impact of lighting on bats lighting design will aim to use narrow
spectrum lights with no UV content; low pressure sodium or warm white light emitting
diodes (LED) (Colour Temperature <2700 K and UV Wavelength >550 nm),;
directional downlights illuminating below the horizontal plane; and accessories such
as baffles, shields, louvres or adjusting the angle of the lamp.

5.5

Widths / Gradients
To allow the greenway to be an all ability cycleway suitable for all abilities of cyclists
and walkers the greenway is to be minimum 3m wide along the majority of the route.
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Constraints along the greenway require a reduction in width at the following sections:

•

Along the R173 from County Bridge to Fathom Forest

•

Along the R173 at Victoria Lock.

To allow the new sections of greenway to be adequately drained and avoid difficulties
with standing water and ice; cross falls along the new footways will be between 1.0%
and 3.0% with a maximum of 5.0% where necessary. Cross falls will be directed
towards the inside of bends to prevent negative cross fall and its impact on safety.
Design of the new footpaths will aim to have maximum vertical gradients of 3%
however levels will be constrained by the levels of the R173 road. Where gradients
of greater than 5% are proposed these will be over short distances and a level
plateau will be proposed in advance of any gradients greater than 5%.
Crossfall and gradients of the existing forestry trails will be as per existing levels
where gradients are greater than 3%; signage will be provided to slow cyclists and
warn them of the upcoming hazard.
The greenway is relatively straight; however to direct the route from the existing
forest trail to the lower level of the R173 a raised section with a bend of radius <4m
is required; signage will be provided to instruct cyclists to dismount and warn them
of the upcoming hazard.
Departure from standards will be required at locations where proximity to existing
residential properties and existing ground levels restrict the greenway in width,
vertical gradients and horizontal alignment as shown on the proposal drawings;
signage will be provided to slow cyclists and warn them of the upcoming hazard.
5.6

Surfacing
From the border to the crossing point of the R173 and for new tracks within Fathom
Forest the greenway will comprise an unbound surface. An unbound surface is
proposed due to the setting to give a sense of the rural environment. Dust path /
loose material construction is proposed to allow the greenway to blend with the
environment, avoid unnecessary impacts in the rural environment and along the
lough shoreline, and provide a more natural aesthetic.
From the R173 crossing point to the climb into Fathom Forest, along the R173 at
Victoria Lock and, through the amenity site the greenway will be bound / asphalt
surfacing.
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No new surfacing is proposed along the existing Forest Track; in this area the
existing surfacing is considered suitable; vegetation clearance, isolated patch repairs
and filling of potholes is proposed.
Along the existing Forest Track there are areas adjacent to trees with low hanging
branches. Existing vegetation will be cleared of the greenway, horizontally and
vertically to provide a corridor 3m wide and 2.4m headroom.
5.7

Land & Soil
Landowner engagement and negotiation has been undertaken by Louth County
Council. The greenway does not require the demolition of any properties.

5.8

Geological / Geotechnical Investigations
The Geological Survey of Ireland (GSNI) mapping was assessed and the following
was noted:
•

The GSNI classifies the bedrock along the greenway as Sandstone of the Hawick
Group.

•

Superficial deposits along the route are classified as diamicton till

•

No data on superficial deposits are available within Fathom Forest.

•

There are no records of shafts or adits along the route.

Loss of soil resource under the greenway footprint is deemed to be minimal in the
context of the wider area.
5.9

Noise
Due to the type of development and use of a greenway is it expected that there will
be a limited, temporary increase in noise and vibration levels at construction stage
with any disturbance being transient and moving with the construction progress.

5.10

Landscaping and Boundary
Along the coastal verge of the R173 the existing concrete post and wire fence is
significantly damaged and overgrown; a new suitable boundary fence (to be
approved by DfI Roads) will be installed along the same line as the existing fence
along the length of the new greenway.

5.11

Along the landward verge of the R173 no boundary fencing is proposed; segregation
of 0.5m from the road edge to the greenway will be provided in accordance with the
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minimum requirements of DMBR Volume 6 Figure 7.1; and an appropriate road side
kerb is proposed.
Within Fathom Forest a 1.2m high post and rail timber fencing will be provided along
each side of the greenway. The boundary fence will be constructed along the line of
the existing fence where possible; maintaining the existing segregation and set-back
from the R173.
Where the existing low stone wall runs alongside the greenway no fencing will be
provided; the low stone wall will be retained and works will include repairs /
vegetation clearance where required to restore the wall and highlight it as an
aesthetic feature of the greenway and a marker of the old railway line.
5.12

Surface Waterbodies
Section III falls within the Neagh Bann River Basin District. The site is within the
Carlingford and Mourne Catchment Stakeholder Group / Carlingford and Newry
Local Management Area (LMA); and is locally within the Newry Canal Catchment.
The site runs adjacent to the Newry Estuary transitional waterbody classified by the
NIEA as having Maximum Ecological Potential.

Image 5.3: Extract of the Catchment Area of the Newry Estuary and Newry LMA

The proposed greenway site runs adjacent to Carlingford Lough and is
approximately 1m from the Carlingford Lough shore at its closest point, and up to a
maximum of 30m away at the farthest proximity within Fathom Forest.
The proposed greenway is within the Newry area which is identified for groundwater
drinking water and is within the Newry Estuary (Newry River) Urban Waste Water
Sensitive Area.
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The greenway crosses no designated watercourses (water features which are
classified by the Drainage Council NI and monitored by DfI Rivers). The proposed
Route crosses 1 unnamed minor watercourse at the border (County Bridge); the
route will utilise the existing railway bridge and no works to the culvert / watercourse
are required.
The proposed route crosses 1 unnamed drain identified on vector mapping along the
existing forest track within Fathom Forest. The watercourse flows into Carlingford
Lough downstream via an existing culvert under the R173.
Existing drainage / culverts will be retained. Where works are required across
designated or minor watercourses Schedule 6 Applications will be made to DfI
Rivers.
Current Pollution Prevention Guidelines shall be adhered to for all work around
watercourses to prevent pollution (including muddy run-off) for both construction of
the greenway and future maintenance work.
5.13

Groundwater Bodies
The GSNI classifies the groundwater vulnerability within the uppermost aquifer along
the route as High (Class 5) within Fathom Forest and lower (Class 2) adjacent to the
border.
The GSNI classifies the bedrock aquifers underlaying the site as Bl(f); which are
described as having limited potential productivity, predominantly fracture flow, and
low yields with mainly shallow / local flow. No superficial aquifers are recorded within
the vicinity of the proposed greenway route.
Current Pollution Prevention Guidelines shall be adhered to, to prevent pollution of
groundwater for both construction of the greenway and future maintenance work.

5.14

Drainage
A separate flood risk assessment and surface water management report has been
prepared for the proposed greenway and has been submitted as part of this Planning
Application.
Surface water runoff from adjacent catchments will be managed by adjacent
drainage as outlined within the Flood Risk Assessment and Surface Water
Management Report (Doran Consulting, 2019).
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Increases in hardstanding areas are considered minimal as outlined within the Flood
Risk and Surface Water Management Report.
Surface water runoff from the new greenway will be managed as follows depending
on the proposed construction:

•

Along the R173 where the greenway will comprise a new footway the greenway
will be drained by adjacent new stone filled drainage trenches which will
discharge to existing DfI Road culverts. Existing road drainage (gullies) will not
be changed.

•

Along the R173 where available an existing ditch will be utilised to facilitate
drainage of the new adjacent footway with new silt trap manhole installed and
new pipe lines to discharge to existing DfI Road culverts.

•

Along the R173 and within Fathom Forest the new unbound greenway will allow
direct infiltration of rainfall into underlying sub-soil. In addition the provision of
suitable crossfalls to allow the greenway to be adequately drained (>1%) and
prevent water standing on the greenway during larger rainfall events. A stone
filled drainage trench is proposed along the upstream side of the greenway to
intercept runoff from the adjacent forest which will be discharged to existing
culverts as per the existing scenario.

•

Within Fathom Forest where the greenway will utilise the existing track; existing
track drainage will be retained / cleared as required. Where existing discharge
points into the existing culverts comprise a pipe only; formalised silt trap
manholes will be installed.

•

Within Fathom Forest opposite Victoria Lock an overland channel will be reestablished to direct the existing outfall course into the existing gully.

•

Along the graded pathway from the Fathom Forest Path to the footpath adjacent
to the R173 there will be ACO channels installed along with a new pipe network
to discharge runoff to a large existing DfI Roads stone culvert.

•

Adjacent to the R173 opposite Victoria Lock the new greenway will be drained
by a new pipe network which will discharge into a large existing DfI Roads stone
culvert which crosses the road at Victoria Lock.

5.15

Earthworks
Minimal earth works are required as part of the works for the main sections of
greenway. Minor areas of cut and fill will be required to create the required drainage
and cross falls.
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A concrete retaining wall and associated earthworks are required at two locations as
part of the works to bring the greenway from the R173 up into Fathom Forest, and
again to bring the greenway from the existing Forest Track back down to the R173.
Earth works are required as part of these to create the required change in levels.
Excess material to be used elsewhere on site where possible; remaining excess
material to be classified, and disposed off-site by the contractor to a suitable disposal
facility.
5.16

Vehicle Restraint Systems
A Vehicle Restraint System is proposed at 4 locations along the proposed greenway
as shown on drawings 181146-DC-NI-XX-GA-C-330 to 333. Barriers will be N2 W1
specification and constructed with a 1m set-back except in those instances
highlighted below.

•

VRS Section 1, and VRS Section 2 - At the approach (north & south) to the
proposed crossing point adjacent to the border; along the lough side road verge.

•

VRS Section 3, and VRS Section 2 - At the approach (north & south) to the
proposed crossing point adjacent to Victoria Lock; along the lough side road
verge.

•

VRS Section 5 – Opposite the existing entrance to Fathom Forest; along the
lough side road verge.

•

VRS Section 6, and VRS Section 7 - At the approach (north & south) to the
proposed crossing point adjacent to Victoria Lock; along the land side road verge.
Section 7 adjacent to the proposed retaining structure has a 0.6m set-back and
therefore will require a departure from standard.

5.17

Environmental Management
Maintenance of the greenway will be by Newry Mourne and Down District Council
and will include:

•

Grass cussing of grassed drainage channels (blades ideally maintained at
<75mm in length).

•

Removal of litter and debris from the greenway and adjacent drainage channels.

•

Patching of grass along the drainage channels where grass has died or become
damaged.
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•

Spraying or cutting of the grassed edge every 2-3 years to maintain greenway
width at approximately 3m.

•

Within Fathom Forest the Council would maintain the existing Forest Track
including surface repairs and vegetation clearance when required.

•

Within Fathom Forest the Council would maintain the low stone wall including
patch repairs and vegetation clearance where required.

An Environmental Operating Plan will be developed for the project in coordination
with the wider consulting team comprising civil engineers, structural engineers,
ecologists and archaeologists.
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6.0

OUTLINE CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

6.1

The works comprise the construction of a new 3.0m wide unbound greenway; 2.0m
to 3.0m wide bound greenway; and the clearance works to an existing track within
Fathom Forest.

6.2

Site compounds will be established at suitable locations along the route following
agreements with landowners.

6.3

Site compounds will be secure at all times using suitable boundary fencing and a
pedestrian walkway shall be provided from the compound to the current working area
using appropriate signage.

6.4

The principal Contractor shall prepare and implement a Traffic Management Plan
(TMP) outlining procedures to follow and prescribed routes working on the site.

6.5

The Principal Contractor shall ensure that Construction Traffic Routeing Signs are
erected prior to works commencing, and that these are maintained in good and clean
condition throughout the duration of the works.

6.6

Any required stockpile locations and temporary site compounds will be provided at
relevant locations along the route and reinstated as per the existing condition
following completion of the works. Stockpile areas will be bunded to prevent wash
out of wilts from the compound area.

6.7

3m Wide Bound Greenway (Along the R173)
A typical methodology for the construction of the 3m wide asphalt greenway is as
follows:

•

The existing sub-grade should be assessed (or existing Site Investigative
Reports referred to) to confirm CBRs prior to construction and carry out
stabilisation where CBRs are assessed to be <2%.

•

The sub-base shall be laid and compacted to the required construction
thickness.

•

The required basecourse and wearing course shall be laid, and edge
restraints will be installed as per the design specification.

6.8

3m Wide Unbound Greenway (within Fathom Forest)
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A typical methodology for the construction of the 3m wide unbound greenway is as
follows:
•

The proposed greenway route will be marked out using appropriate markers.

•

The top vegetated layer of existing surface particularly any vegetation of interest
should be stripped back and stored adjacent to the greenway corridor utilising
the full extent of the redline boundary where required.

•

Greenway excavations should be carried out using suitably sized plant (see note
on standard guidelines below).

•

The greenway will be excavated to formation.

Excavated material will be

transferred directly to dumpers and transferred to temporary storage. Material
shall be temporarily stored within bunded material compounds along the route,
before being disposed of off-site.
•

Granular fill will be drawn from temporary compounds using suitable plant; this
should be completed in maximum lengths of 25m to minimise the time and extent
of exposed formations throughout construction.

•

Geotextiles shall be used where required in areas of poor ground.

•

The top dust layer of the proposed greenway will be dressed / compacted in
accordance with the construction build-up.

•

Topsoil which has been stored on-site shall be used to reinstate areas along the
greenway and within adjacent drainage channels.

•

This vegetated organic material originally stripped and stored along the
greenway shall be re-laid so as to expedite reinstatement of vegetation with local
species.

6.9

Retaining / Raised Greenway Sections along R173
The two raised sections will comprise an insitu reinforced concrete wall, with
formwork placed, and concrete poured to form the base and walls. The sloped
greenway will then be constructed within the structure.

6.10

3m Wide Bound Greenway (within Victoria Lock)
A typical methodology for the construction of the 3m wide asphalt greenway is as
follows:

•

The existing boundary fence to be removed where required; existing amenity
facilities to be relocated; and the existing ground excavated to the required
construction depth.

•

The existing sub-grade should be assessed (or existing Site Investigative
Reports referred to) to confirm CBRs prior to construction and carry out
stabilisation where CBRs are assessed to be <2%.
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•

The sub-base shall be laid and compacted to the required construction thickness.

•

The required base course and wearing course shall be laid, and edge restraints
will be installed as per the design specification.

6.11

Standard guidelines previously outlined and best practice guidelines will be adhered
to in order to minimise adverse environmental impacts during construction.

In

particular;

•

Plant used should be suitable for the proposed width of the greenway to minimise
the width of the construction corridor and reduce temporary construction
operations within adjacent private lands.

•

Plant, particularly excavators and dumpers, should be of suitable size so as to
access the greenway corridor without further clearance and of weight that does
no compromise root structures.

•

All plant shall remain within the construction corridor in order to minimise
unnecessary damage to the surrounding landscape and vegetation.

•

Plant re-fuelling should be carried out within a bunded compound beyond the
greenway corridor (in location accessible to fire appliances), with any site stored
fuel within a bunded bowser.

•

Best practice guidelines in relation to working adjacent to water features will be
outlined within the Contractor’s CEMP as the site is adjacent to the Carlingford
Lough SAC.

•

Best practice guidelines in relation to working adjacent to historic features will be
outlined within the Contractor’s CEMP as the site is adjacent to the Victoria Lock
Listed Monument.

•

Best practice guidelines in relation to dust will be implemented to reduce/avoid
any potential dust impacts.

•

Site investigation will be undertaken for waste classification before any spoil is
removed and disposed of off-site.
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